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ﻧﺣﻣد ﷲ اﻟﻌﻠﻲ اﻟﻌظﯾم وﻧﺻﻠﻲ ﻋﻠﻰ رﺳوﻟﮫ اﻟﻛرﯾم وآﻟﮫ وأﺻﺣﺎﺑﮫ وأھل ﺑﯾﺗﮫ أﺟﻣﻌﯾن
Allah Creates, Not Evolution!

PORTION OF Surah Luqman, Ayah 10: “And scattered through it (the earth) beasts of all
kinds, we’ve sent down.”
Editor's Intro: The following is a segment of a transcribed discourse (Bayan) by His Eminence,
El-Sheikh Syed Mubarik Ali Shah Gillani. In this, the dear reader will discover immense and
advantageous wealth that Allah encapsulates in Ayah 10 of Surah Luqman.
COMMENTARY: All of these beasts did not come on their own. They did not “evolve,” the way
that whole thing [the Darwin farce] started from an amoeba, then became a paramecium, then it
became a lizard, then the lizard started climbing trees and the tail was shorted, and then
eventually became a bird, and then it became a monkey, and then it evolved, evolved, evolved
until it became a man; from how, I don’t know. In order to write (and prove) one lie, Darwin had
to invent a thousand lies! At every step, he had to tell lies. He had to write those things that
could not be proven; and since then, everybody is following it. This is their specialty!
Remember; these liars are dead, but yet they behave like animals. One thing becomes the
latest idea and everyone supports. This is because inwardly they are beasts. They walk like
beasts, they think like beasts, they live like beasts, and they die like beasts! What I wish for you
to know is that you are far superior! You are far superior to these materialists! There is no
comparison; no comparison between the dead and the living. You are living; they are dead!
Allah (Subhanahu wa Ta’ala) has made a beautiful house for you here. He did not throw you
from Jinnah. He lets your body come here and calls you back, every night, before Him. Every
night He calls you back; you go to Him. […] I went up (into the mountains) and I saw four or five
dear and rabbits, etc. These are the things that Allah Ta’ala has beautified this place with. He
makes this world beautiful. When you raise your eyes towards the sky at night, He puts candles
and chandeliers for you. For you! So that you don’t feel lonely, and when you go into the forest
He sends the birds and they make music for you. He has put everything at your service! Only
so that your wisdom arrives [to the conclusion] that you submit yourself before Him. He has
done [all of this] before you so that you obey Him. He has put everything that is in heaven and
earth at your service, so there is nothing accidental. There is nothing evolved. All the animals,
flowers, etc., Allah has created for us that we don’t feel bored or homesick.
[Allah Ta’ala says] “We send down rain.” The rain does not come because of some
geographical or meteorological cycle. They (the materialists) always pick up a term from
somewhere, but they never tell how that thing started. They say that “this is a meteorological
cycle and the vapors rise from the sea, and they go straight to the mountains …” When you ask
them questions, it annoys them. They just pick up texts from somewhere and try to explain
something as long as they can, and then they just stay quiet. Everybody keeps quiet; there is a
unity amongst them. They just support each other with lies.
How can they talk about this universal system? They place the sun in the center and the earth
somewhere. How is this possible? If the earth is going in an orbit, then why is it that always the
North Star is in the north, or in the northern side? The North Star is a fixed star! It’s fixed all of
the time. Why is it always in the north if the earth is going in a rotation? In the Holy Qur’an, we
hear about the sun and moon going in an orbit. They may go in an orbit around the earth.
[Endnote] So, if the earth is going in an orbit, then you tell me why the fixed point (North Star)
remains a fixed point. It’s very simple! If you get in a car and start driving in a circle, the point,
when you started, will not remain in the same direction of yours. It will change. Sometimes it will
be at your back, sometimes at your left side, and sometimes at your right side. But why is it
that, if the earth is going in a circle, the North Star is always in the north? I went to an
observatory and eventually I found out that these are the working formulas. By this, I mean
these are not essentially the truth, but these are by which they called working happenings,
which have nothing to do with reality. It’s a punishment that Allah (Subhanahu wa ta’ala) has put
them on telling lies, spreading lies, and spreading ignorance.
Remember; the Western civilization & culture, for the last 2,000 years, have been the
messengers of darkness and superstition. From the time of ‘Isa ibn Maryam (Jesus, ‘alaihisSalaam), there is a curse of Allah upon them, and the curse of ‘Isa (‘alaihis-Salaam); that from
after him, they have done nothing but the persecution of the knowledge and persecution of all of
those who believe in ONE ALLAH. They are doing it first in the name of religion, and now they
are doing it in the name of science. They are the originators of darkness of ignorance and
superstition, those who call themselves “the scientists.”
ANOTHER PORTION OF AYAT 10: “We send down rain from the sky…”
COMMENTARY: Allah sends down the rain. He wills it. Each and every drop of the rain – you
cannot imagine! Each and every drop of rain is brought by an Angel. The point is fixed where
the drop has to fall. To such an extent, that Allah sends the rain.

Endnote
1. Refer to Surah Ar-Rahman, Surah Yaa-Seen, and Surah Qaaf for further reference.

